Generalization is one of the key challenges in the clinical validation and application of deep learning models to medical images. Studies have shown that such models trained on publicly available datasets often do not work well on real-world clinical data due to the differences in patient population and image device configurations. Also, manually annotating clinical images is expensive. In this work, we propose an unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) method using Cycle-GAN to improve the models generalization ability without using any additional manual annotations.
Hypothesis
We know if we train a deep learning model on a labeled dataset A (source domain), it may achieve high performance on A but low performance on an unlabeled dataset B (target domain) because A and B may have different attributes. We hypothesize the UDA method will improve the models performance on B while maintaining the high performance on A.
Methods

Dataset
The public mammogram dataset Digital Database of Screening Mammography (DDSM) [2] and a private mammogram dataset, UKY [5] , are used in this work. These two datasets have different attributes: DDSM contains digitalized screen film mammograms and UKY contains full-field digital mammograms recently collected from a comprehensive breast imaging center. Several recent works explored the different attributes of those two or other similar datasets [7, 4, 6] . In this work, we use 1860 positive and 2781 negative images from DDSM and 1922 positive and 2330 negative images from UKY. We split the data in 80% for training and 20% for testing. Step 1) train Cycle-GAN by using unpaired, unlabeled UKY and DDSM datasets;
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Step 2) translate UKY to DDSM; 3) train deep learning models by using UKY and synthesized DDSM. Figure 1 illustrates our UDA method. We first train the Cycle-GAN [8] on unpaired images without any labels, then we synthesize DDSM data from UKY data to generate training samples in the target domain. Finally, we train a deep neural network on a mixture of UKY and synthesized DDSM images. We compared our UDA method with the baseline method, which trains on one dataset and directly tests on another dataset. In addition, we train the models on labeled DDSM and synthesized UKY by switching the source and target domains for a two-way verification.
Method
Experimental Results
Our results are summarized in Table 1 . Two off-the-shelf architectures are used for evaluation: AlexNet [3] and ResNet [1] . When training and testing on different datasets, UDA achieves significant improvement compared to the baseline. For instance, when we trained on UKY and tested on DDSM with AlexNet, the baseline only achieved 0.516 auROC while UDA achieved 0.601 auROC. The table also shows when training and testing on the same dataset, UDA maintains similarly high performance, which verified our hypothesis. 
Conclusion
Our results show that the proposed UDA method improves deep learning models generalization without requiring expensive manual annotations. However, there is still room for improvement. We expect combining improved versions of Cycle-GAN with small amounts of labeled data in the target domain will help bridge the gap.
Statement of Impact
Despite the reported high performance of deep learning models in crafted training data, generalization remains the challenge due to differences in publicly available and real-world clinical datasets. Our UDA method helps train models that can generalize between datasets, thereby significantly improving the results and lowering the cost of using deep learning models in clinical practice.
